Recent development and biomedical applications of decellularized extracellular matrix biomaterials.
Decellularized matrix (dECM) is isolated extracellular matrix of tissues from its original inhabiting cells, which has emerged as a promising natural biomaterial for tissue engineering, aiming at support, replacement or regeneration of damaged tissues. The dECM can be easily obtained from tissues/organs of various species by adequate decellularization methods, and mimics the structure and composition of the native extracellular matrix, providing a favorable cellular environment. In this review, we summarize the recent developments in the preparation of dECM materials, including decellularization, crosslinking and sterilization. Also, we cover the advances in the utilization of dECM biomaterials in regeneration medicine in pre-clinic and clinical trials. Moreover, we highlight those emerging medical benefits of dECM beyond tissue engineering, such as cell transplantation, in vitro/in vivo model and therapeutic cues delivery. With the advances in the preparation and broader application, the dECM biomaterials could become the gold scaffold and pharmaceutical excipients in medical sciences.